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Boeing Donates Additional $1 Million to Assist Hurricane
Recovery and Relief Efforts
Contributions directed to areas affected by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria
CHICAGO, Sept. 27, 2017 – Boeing [NYSE: BA] and The Boeing Charitable Trust are committing an
additional $1 million to assist with hurricane disaster relief in areas affected by Hurricanes Irma and Maria,
the company announced today. In addition to a previous commitment of $1 million from The Boeing
Charitable Trust for Hurricane Harvey recovery and relief, Boeing employees and retirees have given more
than $700,000, and when matched, will bring Boeing’s full humanitarian aid relief package to over $3.2
million.
In addition to corporate charitable contributions and in-kind investments, Boeing has been working with
Airlink – a rapid response disaster relief organization that links airlines with non-governmental organizations
to transport aid workers and cargo in times of humanitarian need.
“This year’s hurricane season has been unprecedented,” said John Blazey, vice president of Boeing Global
Engagement. “The road to recovery for those affected by these storms, some of whom are part of the Boeing
family, will be long and filled with personal challenges. In addition to monetary donations, we are grateful to
Boeing employees who are helping with recovery efforts and assisting their neighbors and colleagues who
have been impacted.”
Boeing employees and retirees have provided support to affected communities by participating in volunteer
programs, gift matching programs and the Employees Community Fund of Boeing. Consistent with Boeing
employee gift match programs, the company will continue to match qualifying employee contributions for
hurricane recovery and relief through October 31.
Boeing employs more than 13,000 people and supports approximately 75,000 direct and indirect jobs in the
affected areas. Boeing is also active and engaged in these communities, contributing more than $13 million in
charitable contributions in 2016.
About The Boeing Company:
Chicago-based Boeing is the world's largest aerospace company and leading manufacturer of commercial
jetliners and defense, space and security systems. A top U.S. exporter, the company supports airlines and
U.S. and allied government customers in 150 countries.
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